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Introducing PASSENGERFILMS
Passengerfi lms, "the car-crash of geography and cinema", is a not-for-profit fi lm enterprise, founded

and run by volunteer PhD students, which aims to bring hot topics from cultural geography to the fi lm-

going public in London. We host monthly themed events in public venues that combine feature

screenings and short fi lms with talks, presentations, and Q&As by researchers, artists, and others.

The aim is to engage both those inside and outside of the academy in discussion and exploration of

themes in cultural geography, a discipl ine which is not very well known but which has a unique and

important contribution to make to conversations about fi lm, landscape, place, and politics. Rather than

employing the conventional model of having a single speaker present to an audience, Passengerfi lms

invites multiple speakers to tackle the chosen theme from a variety of angles. Diversity is key, as is

balance.

Over the last two years we have built up an eclectic, interdiscipl inary audience by hosting events on a

range of topics, including Surveil lance, Virtual Space, British Folk Culture, Indigenous and

Ethnographic Film, Geographies of Disaster, Music and Landscape, The Sea, and others. Speakers

offer novel interpretations of classic, cult, and obscure fi lms and theoretical research is brought face-

to-face with the poetry and practicalities of fi lmmaking, political activism, urban planning, sound art,

dance, and more.

We work to find venues that are lively, social spaces and encourage networking and interaction. At

the Roxy Bar and Screen, for instance, where screenings are frequently held, attendees can lounge

on Chesterfield sofas and order food and drinks throughout the evening (and may even spy, darting

across the floor, the Roxy's resident mouse, surely the best-educated and most cultured rodent in

London!).

Through careful planning, artful persuasion and sheer enthusiasm, most of those contributing to our

events wil l do so for free. The generosity of these thinkers, artists, musicians, fi lm-makers continues

to astonish us. As a result the main expense of each event is fi lm licensing, which allows us to keep

our ticket prices low, making them accessible to the widest possible audience.

PASSENGERFILMS 201 1 /201 2
We were proud to win the BFFS award for Best Educational Film Society in 201 2, which recognised

the work we had done with a wide range of collaborators, from Community Arts group BRICKBOX to

the UrbanLab research group, in a programme that brought fi lm to life not only through theorists and

historians, but also through dance, poetry, and shadow-play at venues across London.

PASSENGERFILMS 201 2/201 3
Over the last year we have aimed to use our accumulated expertise to share and promote the

experience of curating fi lm programmes. Through inviting guest curators to shape the screenings

around their special ities we have explored research beyond our own knowledge and enthusiasms.

PASSENGERFILMS 201 0/201 1
Founded by Amy Cutler, right from the start PASSENGERFILMS cut the eclectic and ambitious path it

has continued on. First screenings involved outdoor horror movie bonanzas and amateur beekeepers.



PASSENGERFILMS- a multi-directional, collaborative enterprise
Education is at the heart of what we do, and our work in this area was recognised by the award that

we received from the BFFS last year. The important thing here is that our approach to education is

not top-down or conventionally pedagogical. Our hook-l ine - "the carcrash of geography and fi lm" -

indicates our interest in innovation. The combination of geography and fi lm wil l not be predictable, but

wil l be noisy, unexpected, and dynamic.

We're an educational film society on various levels, concerned with facilitating the learning and
conversation that happens amongst researchers, between researchers and the public and in the
public at large. But we've gradually been taking on a more directly educational role ourselves,
presenting advice on public engagement to researchers, groups, and institutions, and giving others
the opportunity to learn about curation and film programming by participating as guest curators. Our
hope is that no matter their background, audience members, speakers, and guest curators (and
indeed ourselves!) learn from our events, and that our programming provokes thought and discussion
far beyond the evening.
We learn
Our programmes are created in collaboration with researchers, artists, and experts, and themes for
each screening emerge through this collaboration  so we're always feeling our way into new
territories.
The audience learn
We have academic affi l iation with the Social and Cultural Geographies Research Group (SCGRG) at

Royal Holloway, University of London (RHUL), which provides us with a window into current research

trends and brings us into regular contact with cutting-edge cultural research. The informal atmosphere

of our screenings, however, encourages questions and debates both as part of the programme, but

also at the bar during intermissions or after the screening.

Jonathan Hicks, Junior Research

Fellow in Music, Lincoln College,

Oxford

"The questions and conversations

that fol lowed form my talk at

Passengerfi lms prompted fresh

connections and unexpected lines of

enquiry. This is a format that can

only grow in popularity. I t is a unique

forum for exhibiting fi lms and

exchanging ideas. I wil l certainly

stay involved in the future."

Charlotte Gleghorn, Researcher in Drama and Theatre, Royal Holloway, University of London

“Passengerfi lms provided the perfect forum for Michelle Raheja, Felix Driver and I to think across

regions in terms of indigenous visual representation, and in particular to consider the challenges of

conveying our research to a general public. ”

FILM AS
DYNAMIC
LEARNING
TOOL



Our collaborators learn
In this year’s series of screenings we have focused on bringing in ‘guest curators’. We have been
working to make researchers more aware of the possibilities of film for exploring and sharing ideas.
We’ve been guiding them through what we’ve learned about putting on film events from the more
conceptual aspects of the curation process, through to the pratical concerns of licensing and
publicity. Over the year we have collaborated with a number of academic guest curators who helped
organize the events, select films and invite speakers. These researchers/curators have usually then
acted as compere for the evening, introducing films and the other speakers and facilitating
discussions. They regularly remark on how working with Passengerfilms has changed their
approaches or stimulated new work.
Developing the use of fi lm within the University

In October we presented our work to postgraduate students and faculty members at one the 
SCGRG's regular "Landscape Surgery" seminars, encouraging them to think not only about how fi lm 
might relate their own research, but also about curatorial practice and how they might construct 
events of their own. Weʼre planning to build on this next year by bringing in a number of younger 
student volunteers to work with  us on screenings, and participating  in  a teaching module  in  the Geography 
Department at Royal Holloway  in  which  we will  be able to teach classes  and encourage  students to 
develop their  own proposals for  film  programming.

Phil Steinberg, Professor of Political Geography, Durham University

“Curating a Passenger Films evening was one of the highlights of my year in London. Putting

together a programme that revolves around  a fi lm (or set of fi lms) but that is not simply about  a fi lm

(or set of fi lms) is a challenge. Reaching out to an audience of people who are all critical thinkers

but who have varying levels of involvement with academia and geography also adds an extra

challenge. Responding to these challenges, as well as the challenge of using fi lm and speakers to

initiate ongoing discussions, forced me -- and I hope my co-presenters and the audience as well --

to rethink their position regarding cinematic and geographic (non-)representation.”

FILM AS
DYNAMIC
LEARNING
TOOL



EXPANDING
FILMIC
CONTEXTS

Diversity and Context
We aim to keep programming diverse, and our selection of features and shorts this year was hugely
varied. We showed, amongst other things, silent films (Nanook of the North), foreignlanguage films
(Wool 100%), lowbudget independent films (Frozen River), bigbudget blockbusters (Deep Impact),
critically acclaimed documentaries (Sweetgrass), and even hosted the first nontheatrical UK
screening of From the Sea to the LandBeyond, a unique combination of archival BFI footage and an
original score. Amongst our shorts was an episode of cult TV show The Twilight Zone, a Kickstarter
funded documentary about Iceland's horse herders, two Latin American Indigenousauthored films,
and a classic GPO documentary.
Specialist topics
The reason for this variety is our commitment to tackling a range of issues, and to approaching these
educational topics in an informed way but also with humour and innovative spirit. We’ve taken on
canonical classic films and global issues, but made sure to present them within the framework of
new discussions. The 1922 film, Nanook of the North, for example, was contextualised by guest
speaker Michelle Raheja, who presented some revisionist approaches to the film. We also screened
it alongside Indigenousauthored shorts and a discussion about the future of Indigenous and
ethnographic film. We've also attempted to develop programmes on more specialist topics, using
more niche films and talks, as with Jason Dittmer's visual presentation at our 'Frozen River'
screening on comics and cartoons and their relation to the geopolitics of the Canadian North, or as
with our entire evening dedicated to "knitted geographies. This event framed discussions about
trends in the knitting community, particularly yarn bombing and the radical spaces of contemporary
knitting, via guest speakers. It also included an invitation to audience members to participate in
knitting while watching the films, and a screening of the somewhat less wellknown Japanese film
Wool 100%.
Unusual Angles
Weʼve also not shied away from showing archival material that might at first glance seem outdated or

uncomfortably un-PC to the modern viewer - an early 1 960s ficitionalised reworking of the life of

cartographer David Thompson, for instance, kept by the Film Board of Canada. This kind of material

al lows us to address the topics of our screenings from important historical angles - and allows

audiences learn a bit about the history of fi lm itself. On the other hand weʼve also shown a number of

newer releases and even projects-in-progress, where the fi lmmakers and artists involved have the

opportunity to discuss fresh work.

Kieron Maguire, founder, Cabinet

of Living Cinema

"Passengerfi lms is an artful path

through the academic world of fi lm

theory towards cinema as live event

where geography, history and fi lm

poetry meet. "



Contextualising fi lm
We like to contextualise our selections by providing space during the screening itself to juxtapose

relevant fi lms, speakers, performances and discussions, but also by giving audiences suggestions

for external content to engage with. In the run-up to events we post relevant contextual l inks and

thoughts on our Facebook and Twitter pages - for instance, one of our recent guest curators had

written an extensive review of our feature fi lm for the evening. This allows us not only to promote our

events, but also to give prospective audience members an idea of what to expect, and the

opportunity to do further reading both before and after screenings. We also provide printed

programme notes at every event and arrange each one to be written up in online reviews afterwards,

providing further feedback alongside the relevant l inks, images, and materials.

Developing made-to-measure collaborations
Last year's collaborations with a variety of groups and venues were hugely enjoyable and brought us

a wealth of experience and outside input. We value flexibi l i ty and diversity, and get a great deal of

satisfaction working to other models of programming, especial ly catering for a particular audience or

site. Our collaboration with the Wandsworth Arts Fringe Festival in May, for instance, took the form

of an open air screening by the river Wandle where we showed fi lms about urban waterways, water

creatures, breweries, and the history of that river - all within a festival context including performance

and physical theatre. We had to create a programme of fi lms that was short and sweet, could be

repeated a few times, felt relevant to the audience (many of whom were local residents), and which

was not accompanied by arranged talks (though we ourselves were there to chat to people about

what theyʼd seen).

Hayden Lorimer, Reader in Geography, University of Glasgow

“Passengerfi lms is a gloriously eclectic presence. In a world where pre-packaged events dominate

the entertainment scene, Passengerfi lms bring unpredictabil i ty, eccentricity and wisdom in all the

right measure. They are their own small chapter in visual history.”

EXPANDING
FILMIC
CONTEXTS



2012/2013
SCREENINGS

October / "FROZEN RIVER: WATER, ICE AND BORDERLANDS / A night

of conversation and fi lm on borders and ice in the North American

landscape, co-curated by Peter Adey and Klaus Dodds (RHUL), featuring

Frozen River (2008), with the short David Thompson: The Great

Mapmaker (1 964) and talks by Phil ip Hatfield (British Library's Curator of

Canadian and Caribbean Studies), Alasdair Pinkerton (RHUL) and Jason

Dittmer (UCL).

November / NANOOK OF THE NORTH: FILMIC ENCOUNTERS,

INDIGENOUS AND ETHNIC FILM / A night devoted to the history and

future of Indigenous and ethnographic fi lm, co-curated by Charlotte

Gleghorn (RHUL), featuring Robert Flaherty's Nanook of the North (1 922)

accompanied by two Indigenous-authored shorts - Mu Drua [Mi Tierra/My

Land] (201 1 ) and Ja me transformei em imagem [I've alreadybecome an

image] (2008), with talks from Michelle Raheja (University of California,

Riverside) and Felix Driver (RHUL).

December / THE END OF THE WORLD IS NIGH! DEEP IMPACT AND

GEOGRAPHIES OF DISASTER / An evening inspired by the much-

anticipated end of the world (plus impending Christmas stress!), co-curated

by PhD student Stephanie Morrice (RHUL) and featuring raucous

blockbuster Deep Impact (1 998), apocalyptic Twil ight Zone episode Time

Enough at Last (1 959), with talks from Emily Candela (RCA) and curator

Francesca Cavallo, and Dr. Camil lo Boano (UCL), whilst tucking into

homemade mince pies.

January / SWEETGRASS: HERDING, ANIMAL AND HUMAN

GEOGRAPHIES / A night of conversation and fi lm about herding and

human-animal geographies, featuring a rescheduled screening of I l isa

Barbash and Lucien Castaing-Taylor's Sweetgrass (2009), accompanied

by two shorts: Lindsay Blatt and Paul Taggart's Herd in Iceland (201 2), and

Eva Weber's Reindeer (201 1 ), with special guest speaker Hayden Lorimer

from the University of Glasgow.



March /THREADS- (UN)RAVELLING SPACE + WOOL 1 00% / An evening

of fi lm and discussion on geographies of knitting and craft, co-curated by

Phil ip Crang and Laura Price (RHUL), with a rare screening of Japanese

feature Wool 100% (2006), plus short documentary TightlyKnit (201 0), and

talks form Dr. Jonathan Faiers (University of Southampton) and author and

journalist Perri Lewis on contemporary knitting cultures in the UK.

May / WANDSWORTH ARTS FRINGE FESTIVAL / The River Wandle:

Urban Waterway. As part of Wandsworth Arts Fringe Festival, and in

conjunction with Unorthobox, Passengerfi lms put together a collection of

short fi lms celebrating and exploring urban waterways and the River

Wandle. Including physical theatre, installations and performances from

Yael Karavan and Bruno Humberto.

May / LOMAX  THE  SONGHUNTER-  SOUNDI NG  PLACE, PLACING  
SOUND / An  evening of film  and discussion mapping  the sounds and music of 
places. Featuring Roger Kappers' documentary Lomax   the  Song hunter 
(2004), which described the life  and work of Alan  Lomax, who pioneered the 
recording  and preservation of music from  around  the world.  The musicologist  
Dr. Jo Hicks introduced René Clair and Erik Satie's short film Entr'acte 
(1924), and artist Justin Hopper presented his sonic audio landscape tours 
and their relation to Anglo American folksong.

June / SEA STORIES AND SEE STORIES / Co-curated by Dr. Phil

Steinberg (RHUL), this evening asked: is it truly possible to tel l a narrative

about the ocean, or is a 'sea story' necessari ly about seeing something

else? Featuring Allan Sekula and Noël Burch's The Forgotten Space

(201 0) and Rona Lee's Ama (201 2), with a discussion between Phil

Steinberg, Rona Lee, and Alex Colas (Birkbeck), on oceans as connective

fluid, mystery, and resource.

February / FROM THE SEA TO THE LAND BEYOND: MUSIC AND

MOVEMENT THROUGH LANDSCAPE / A night of fi lm, discussion, and

live performance investigating the relationship between sound, cinema and

landscape. Featuring the first non-theatrical screening in the UK of Penny

Woolcock's From the Sea to the LandBeyond (201 2), with short Way to

the Sea (1 936), a talk from Dr. Jul ie Brown (RHUL), and a performance by

collective Cabinet of Living Cinema.



IN DEPTH
A selection of screenings in
focus from 201 2/201 3





FROZEN RIVER: Water, Ice and Borderlands

Guest-curated by Peter Adey and Klaus Dodds from Royal Holloway, University of London as part

of the launch of the new Msc in Geopolitics and Security at RHUL, this event dealt with water, ice,

and borders in the North American landscape. They put together a programme that framed the tale

of human smuggling in Frozen River within the history of mapping and enforcing borders.

Frozen River (2008) - written and directed by Courtney Hunt, winner of the Sundance Grand Jury

Prize for drama in 2008, this fi lm is set in the harsh, barren landscapes near the St. Lawrence River.

I t addresses il legal migration, multiple sovereignties and the insecurities of family l ife on the US-

Canadian border.

David Thompson: The GreatMapmaker (1 964) - short fi lm, directed by Bernard Devlin, which

recounts the story of Thompson, a British-Canadian surveyor and fur trader who mapped over 3.9

mil l ion square kilometers of North America in the late 1 8th and early 1 9th centuries and who has

been described as "the greatest land geographer who ever l ived."

Dr. Phil ip Hatfield - Curator of Canadian and Caribbean Studies at the British Library, introduced

The GreatMapmaker, and the celebration of heroism represented by this kind of exploration and

cartography.

Dr. Alasdair Pinkerton (RHUL) and Dr. Jason Dittmer (UCL) - discussed the cartoons and comics of

the Canadian North.





NANOOK OF THE NORTH: Filmic Encounters - Indigenous
and Ethnographic Film

Guest-curated by Dr. Charlotte Gleghorn, a postdoctoral researcher in Indigenous Filmmaking

at RHUL, this was an evening devoted to the history and future of Indigenous and

ethnographic fi lm - from an early instance of documentary fi lmmaking to contemporary

examples of communities harnessing new media to speak back to colonial ist appropriations of

their image.

Nanook of the North (1 922) - Robert Flaherty's famous silent fi lm, considered by many to be

the first feature-length documentary, documents a year in the life of Nanook and his family,

Inuit l iving in the Canadian Arctic.

Mu Drua (Mi Tierra/MyLand) (201 1 ) - Tells the story of how the director Mileidy Orozco

Domicó, displaced as a young child from the Indigenous community of Cañaduzales de

Mutatá in Antioquia, reencounters her family, land and environment. This short fi lm has won

several awards at international fi lm festivals, including the Cartagena International Film

festival, and offers an accomplished example of Indigenous self-representation, poetically

revealing the relationship Mileidy has with the experiences and cultural practices that take

place in this community.

Já me transformei em imagem [I've alreadybecome an image] (2008), directed by Zezinho

Yube, reappropriates the ethnographic archive for its own means, recounting the Hunikuisʼ

story of loss and renewal as it unfolds through the experiences shared by community

members – from the first encounters with the white man and the ensuing years of

enslavement on the rubber tree plantations to the recovery of their lands and cultural

traditions.

Michelle Raheja (University of California, Riverside) - discussed revisionist approaches to

Nanook of the North which rethink Indigenous participation in such productions, and

presented some recent Indigenous-led media initiatives coming from the Arctic region.

Felix Driver (RHUL)  discussed how information can be gathered about the role of indigenous
people in European exploration, from careful examination of archival film. He looked
especially at Climbing Mount Everest (1922), which includes footage shot in Northern India
and Tibet as well as on Everest itself.





FROM THE SEA TO THE LAND BEYOND - Music and Movement
Through Landscape

How does music shape our stories of journeys, near and far? This event addressed the

relationships of music and landscape in cinematic representation.

From the Sea to the LandBeyond (201 2) is a unique exploration of the role the coast plays in our

l ives. This fi lm was a collaboration between director Penny Woolcock and the band British Sea

Power, combining archival BFI footage with an original score. We were proud to host the first non-

theatrical screening of it in the UK.

This was supplemented by Way to the Sea (1 936) - a classic GPO documentary short about the

London to Portsmouth railway, with music by the inimitable Benjamin Britten, and highlighted his

work as fi lmic composer, during his anniversary year.

Dr. Jul ie Brown, reader in Music at Royal Holloway, University of London, presented to the audience

how a live orchestral score was created for the original presentation of J.B. Noel's 1 923 and 1 924

fi lms of the Royal Geographical Society expeditions to Mt. Everest. She brought us her attempts to

retrace the use (and imitation) of traditional Tibetan music in that score.

Cabinet of Living Cinema gave a performance from their repertoire of l ive fi lm scoring that

accentuated our aesthetic relationship with seascape and coastl ine, from Romantic poetry to avant-

garde cinema to surf fi lms. Using music and foley, Kieron Maguire (guitar, viola) and Robert

Parkinson (dulcimer) played to excerpts from Maya Deren's At Land as well as presenting their l ive

radio piece Sound Journeys ofDorset, recorded amidst the quarries of Dorset's man-made

wilderness.





SEA STORIES and SEE STORIES

Filmmakers leverage the ocean as a venue for seeing the worlds in which we live, from those of our

inner psyches to the circulatory rhythms of global political economy. But is it truly possible to tel l a

narrative about the ocean, or is a 'sea story' necessari ly about seeing something else? Guided by

guest-curator Phil Steinberg, Professor of Geography at Florida State University and Marie Curie

International Incoming Fellow at Royal Holloway, University of London, Passengerfi lms became "the

shipwreck of geography and fi lm" for a night…

The Forgotten Space (201 0), by Allan Sekula and Noël Burch, winner of the Special Orizzonti Jury

Award (best feature-length fi lm) at the 201 0 Venice Biennale. This fi lm attempts to uncover the

hidden role of the ocean - particularly via container shipping - in the global economy.

Ama (201 2) by artist Rona Lee, was commissioned by the John Hansard Gallery and Arts Council

England and created as part of a larger body of work while Lee was Leverhulme Trust Artist in

Residence at the National Oceanography Centre. Ama adopts the lens of Oceanographic survey as

a means of reflecting on difference, knowledge production and what might be understood by our

attempts to 'see' into the deep sea.

Phil Steinberg, Rona Lee, and Alex Colas held a live discussion of the links between vision,

narration, knowledge, and the sea. Featuring Rona Lee, artist and Reader in Fine Art Practice at the

University of Wolverhampton; Phil Steinberg; and Alex Colas, Senior Lecturer in International

Relations at Birkbeck College, University of London.



FUTURE PLANS
For 201 3/201 4 and beyond
After two and a half successful years, we're excited about the future of Passengerfi lms. We've

learned so much already, but each meeting we hold buzzes with ideas for future collaborations,

venues and materials for screenings. We've set up the whole of the upcoming season (eight events

from October to May) and hope to build extra screenings into it, as and when potential ly productive

opportunities arise.

---- We're planning to continue our work with guest curators- spreading the word about the power of

fi lm to new researchers and students.

---- Weʼl l be moving on from the Roxy and seeking new venues. We plan to use this as an

opportunity to engage with a wider audience in new educational contexts, arts organisations,

museums, and other institutions. For instance, we're involved with the The Cultural Capital

Exchange's "Inside Out" festival in Somerset House this October, and collaborating with academics

in Exeter to create the first non-London-based Passengerfi lms event. We'l l also be wil l be aiming to

broaden our 'home' audience even further.

---- We wil l be continuing our partnership with Royal Holloway and the SCGRG, developing

relationships with incoming postgraduate students and encouraging active participation within the

department and university. As Passengerfi lms was founded and is run by a group of volunteer PhD

students, we've been putting a lot of energy this year into gradually involving more people in its

future, ensuring its success can continue beyond the span of each of our individual PhDs.

Planned events for our upcoming season focusing on:-
Zoos and the captive animal as spectacle, with a screening of the new documentary/ pyschological

thri l ler 'Blackfish', about the kil ler whale Til l ikum, the death of his human trainer, and the pressures

of the multi-bi l l ion dollar sea-park industry. This screening wil l include collaboration with the

Screening Nature Network and talks from Dr. Anat Pick on early twentieth century fi lm and 'Cine-

zoos', and from Dr. Gail Davies from her work on natural history, modern technology, and fi lmic

representation of zoos.

Water politics and wet lands, with a screening of 'Water Land' (1 992), adapted from Graham Swift's

famous novel on history, drainage, narrative geography, and the Fenlands, introduced by Richard

Bater (KCL), who is completing a PhD on historical and modern day water governance. We wil l also

screen the short fi lm Am Siel (1 962), narrated from the point of view of a German dyke sluice.

Other screenings are planned on hacking and cyber espionage, on the global circulation of goods,

and on feminist geography.

To follow us into the future:
Blog - http://passengerfi lms.wordpress.com

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/PASSENGERFILMS

Twitter - https://twitter.com/PASSENGERFILMS




